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By: Indigenous Students at X University

AS THE WORK  of the “Standing Strong” task force on Egerton Ryerson’s legacy wraps up, we 
fear that this work, yet another discussion among the mountain of others we’ve already had, 
will result in more of the same. 

This fear is more pronounced this time around because July 18, 2020, is still fresh in our 
minds. That’s the date that three members of BLM-TO were arrested, held and charged with 
mischief for challenging the university to remove the statue and change the name. They faced 
material harm for doing, what we believe, was the right thing.

Though, given the pace of addressing student and community demands for reconciliation at 
our university, they may not be the last.

This fight against colonial, and racist narratives that continue to opress Black, Indigenous, 
and racialized people generally in Canada is a movement. 

In post-secondary institutions, those narratives are changing, one after the 
other, and the legacy of these namesakes exposed not as heroic founders 
of a multicultural paradise called Canada, but as villains of colonialism.

The fight has led to the removal of statues and re-named buildings at Queen’s, Carleton, the 
University of New Brunswick, and many others. 

In response to decades of activism on our campus, petitions and open letters to remove 
the statue, statements from Indigenous groups on campus, a corrective plaque that missed 
the mark, and direct action, President Mohamed Lachemi’s office hand-picked a group of 
academics, staff, faculty, alumni and students to head a task force to investigate “what the 
university can do to reconcile the history of Egerton Ryerson and how the university should 
approach commemoration”

The focus of the task force has largely been centred on the statue and curating an academic 
debate on the degree of harm Ryerson is actually responsible for. In our observations it is 
not focused on the trauma and harm Indigenous members of this community have endured. 
In this sense, the university has denied Indigenous people the right to determine what 
reconciliation means, unless they can squeeze it into a survey. 
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The task force itself is a symptom of a broader problem. We don’t hold anything against 
members who’ve joined in an effort to pursue some degree of change. But it was designed to 
answer the wrong questions. 

For us, there is no debate about reconciling Ryerson’s legacy. It doesn’t 
matter how many non-Indigenous historians send their fawning letters of 
support for Egerton. From an Indigenous student perspective, it cannot 
be reconciled. 

The only solution then, is to change the name (something that Ryerson has actually done three 
times before). So we are asking that you stand in solidarity with the Indigenous community 
here at Ryerson University and help us make that demand. 

Until it is met, we will erase Ryerson ourselves, removing the university’s 
current name from our email signatures, CVs, and other professional 
communications and replacing it with an X. 

As Professor Anne Spice has recently written, “historically, Indigenous people have signed 
with an “X” under conditions that do not fully recognize or honour Indigenous lives. It is a 
sign of assent under duress.” 

We ask that, you too, remove Ryerson’s name and this symbol of cultural genocide and 
intergenerational trauma. 

As the stewards of a new generation, we have the responsibility to have better relationships 
with one another. Please help us reframe the conversation so that we are no longer forced to 
debate our humanity.

Indigenous Students at X University

Instagram: @Wreckonciliation_x_university
Email: wreckoncilation.x.university@gmail.com
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